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CAP CAMARAT 8.5

CANNES INTERNATIONAL 

BOAT SHOW, 10 - 15, SEP’13

The Festival de la Plaisance de Cannes, 

otherwise known as the Cannes Boat 

Show, offers boat lovers the opportunity 

to preview some of the finest yachts 

afloat. Yacht owners and buyers from 

around the world gather in this magical 

location to admire new vessels in the 

Vieux Port and pre-owned models in Port 

Pierre Canto. An absolute must for all 

yacht lovers, the Festival de la Plaisance de 

Cannes will open the quays of its 36th 

THE LARGEST PLANNING RECREATIONAL BOAT 

EVER BUILT BY FERRETTI YACHTS IS BORN

Ferretti Yachts presents Ferretti 960, the largest planning pleasure 

boat ever designed and built by the Groups historical brand. 

Registered as a CE craft below 24 metres in length, this new yacht 

develops further the design philosophy embraced by the brand over 

the last few years, maximising its concepts and contents with the aim 

of achieving an unprecedented product in its category. This is the core 

philosophy behind this new flagship, entirely built at Ferretti Groups 

Cattolica shipyard. The Ferrretti 960 is yet another outstanding result 

of the close cooperation between Studio Zuccon International 

Project, which designs Ferretti Yachtss entire range,  AYTD Advanced 

Yacht Technology & Design, and Ferretti Groups team of engineers, 

architects and designers. This new yacht preserves the hull design and 

waterlines of the previous flagship, the Ferretti 881 - one of the most 

successful models for the brand -, while developing it further, thereby 

becoming the latter’s legitimate heir.

JOIN US FOR THE BIGGEST & BEST 

INTERNATIONAL BOAT SHOWS 

AT CANNES, MONACO & GENOA 

THIS SUMMER!
“New launches, 

award  w inn i n g  

y a c h t s  &  

i n t e r n a t i o n a l  

yachting trends 

await you at the 

world’s best boat 

shows! Sea-trial 

these new rides 

a n d  p e r h a p s  

upgrade your boat for the new sea-son? Join 

Gautama and myself at the best boat shows 

in Europe. Let us introduce you to the latest 

and the greatest that’s making waves in the 

nautical arena.  Starting at Cannes, with 

Monaco & Genoa following, completes an 

exciting summer in the Mediterranean for 

you.” - Anju Dutta, Managing Director, 

Marketing & PR, Mareine Solutions, India.

show on 2013, September 10th to 15th. The Festival de la Plaisance de 

Cannes, yacht show held in the exceptional sites of the Vieux Port and Port 

Pierre Canto in Cannes on the French Riviera, has, close to 54,000 visitors, 

500 vessels displayed in water (including 150 new models and 170 boats over 

20 metres), 400 exhibitors, and a total of more than 80,000 sqm of exhibition 

space. Join Gautama Dutta, Executive Director, Marine Solutions, at Europe's 

leading in-water boat show to celebrate the International world of pleasure 

boating and luxury yachts.

SAVE THE DATE

FOUNTAINE PAJOT INTRODUCES 

‘THE EXCELLENCE, VICTORIA 67'

Join Gautama Dutta, Executive Director, Marine 

Solutions, at the Grand Pavois in La Rochelle  

from the 25th to the 30th of September 2013, 

where the new VICTORIA 67, new for 2014, will 

be exhibited. Elegant and entirely contemporary, 

the Vitoria 67 is a large cruising catamaran which 

represents the excellence of the Fountaine Pajot 

yard. Her size has allowed the best to incorporate 

a magnificent flydeck which can be easily accessed 

from the cockpit. This genuinely warm and inviting 

meeting space blends perfectly into the aesthetics 

of the boat, with features worthy of comfort 

provided by the best luxury hotels.

THE NEW PRESTIGE 720 RESOUNDING 

SUCCESS
 
PRESTIGE has met with resounding success over the past 

decade, filling a unique niche in the very exclusive motor 

yacht market. Following the worldwide success of the 

latest generation, PRESTIGE announces the arrival of their 

newest model, the PRESTIGE 720. This new model has 

been conceptualized for fuller enjoyment of life at sea, with 

exceptional exterior living spaces, from the extra-large 

swim platform to the spacious cockpit and generously 

sized flybridge. The layout affords privacy as well as safety 

and ease of movement on board. The arrival of this new 72-

foot motor yacht marks a new chapter in the Prestige story. 

That being said, the 720 contains much of the DNA of the 

rest of the Prestige line; passionate innovation, enduring 

commitment to quality, layout originality and timeless 

design. The overall length is 21.99 metres with a waterline 

length of 18.4 metres and she comes with a maximum 

beam of 5.6 metres. The draft is 1.55 metres and the height 

above the waterline is 5.8 metres. 

The new Flagship VICTORIA 67 is the first catamaran in the range to feature a full-fledged, 

large flybridge.  As the company’s largest catamaran, the Victoria 67 sets new standards in 

space and style and has the largest sail area, the biggest interior volume and the most 

expansive owner’s suite of the Fountaine Pajot range. Expansive passageways, built-in 

equipment, separate living areas, subtle lines and a carefully considered floor plan create a 

highly functional and eminently elegant interior. The huge saloon is gently bathed in light 

from an expanse of panoramic windows.

THE PRESTIGIOUS EUROPEAN YACHT OF THE 

YEAR AWARD GOES TO...

The all-new Sun Odyssey 469 is the latest in a long line of Jeanneau 

sailboats to be nominated for the prestigious European Yacht of the 

Year. Of the dozens of new sailboats launched every year, only a few 

even earn a nomination. Started in 2001, the jury was made up of 

the 11 largest sailing magazines from 11 European countries. 

Jeanneau has been nominated a dozen times and has won this 

coveted award 4 times! This is more than any other brand of 

sailboats. Winners include the Sun Fast 35, Sun Odyssey 45, Sun Fast 

3200 and the Sun Odyssey 409. The newest addition to the Sun 

Odyssey line, the Sun Odyssey 469, benefits from the latest 

innovations and inherits the finest traits of this iconic line. From the 

design cabinet of Philippe Briand, clean lines and an elongated hull 

with moderate freeboard give the Sun Odyssey 469 an 

extraordinary aesthetic value and performance.

THE NEW AQUARIVA, SIMPLY SUPER

Aquariva has become the symbol of Riva's style and contemporary 

elegance, successfully establishing its presence on all continents, just 

as the legendary Aquarama – which is now a cult-yacht for 

collectors all over the world. Aquariva Super is the result of the 

cooperation between Officina Italiana Design, the design firm that 

signs all Riva yachts and the Ferretti Group's team of engineers and 

designers. The soft, stylish lines of this 33 footer makes it a timeless 

model, ensuring unmatched comfort and emotions. The stainless 

steel details, like the air intake, are true design masterpieces. The 

bow is hand-shaped on every single yacht. The search light is a 

typical element on Riva yachts and consists of more than 200 

components. The mahogany deck with solid maple engravings is 

protected by 18 layers of paint. The electronic two-speed automatic 

transmission improves minimum cruising speed acceleration and 

optimizes maximum speed performances. This comes standard on 

the model with two powerful 380 hp Yanmar engines, resulting in  a 

maximum speed of 41 knots and a range of 150 miles at cruising 

speed.
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Prestige introduces the  2013 Summer Special Offer
on  and Prestige 350 Prestige 390S 

Call us on: +91 9920204080 / +91 9821912932

SEA RAY 300 SLX PARASAIL BOATS
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